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Section 1: Verification group information
Verification group name:

Accounting

Verification event/visiting
information

Event

Date published:

March 2016

National Courses/Units/Awards verified:
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H1YP 75
H1YR 75

National 5 Preparing Financial Accounting Information
National 5 Preparing Management Accounting Information

H1YR 76

Higher

Preparing Management Accounting Information

Section 2: Comments on assessment
Assessment approaches
Approaches used by all centres verified were deemed valid.
All centres used SQA instruments of assessment, with Unit-by-Unit approach
being the preferred option.

Assessment judgements
Verifiers found that the majority of evidence submitted was of an acceptable
standard which indicated that centres had a clear understanding of the
requirements of the national standard.
Assessment of Higher Unit ‘Preparing Management Accounting Information’
Assessment Standard 2.1, highlighted some inconsistencies. Where candidates
incorrectly calculate Production (in units), for Cash Sales or Credit Sales, this
should be treated as one error each time; consequentiality should not be applied.
The standard of response to theory questions was variable at both levels. Whilst
some centres have high expectations, the majority of centres are not meeting the
national standard. Special attention should be paid to National 5 Unit ‘Preparing
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Financial Accounting Information’ Assessment Standard 2.1. Where candidates
make reference to the matching concept, this concept must be clearly explained
in order to meet the Assessment Standard.
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Section 3: General comments
All centres submitted scripts where there was some evidence of internal
verification. It is clear, however, that centres need to adopt a more thorough
approach as errors and omissions noted during SQA verification had been
overlooked by the internal verifier.
It is expected that candidate evidence submitted clearly indicates, for each
Outcome, the total number of errors made and whether the candidate has
passed/failed the Outcome.
Where centres submit computational evidence there is an expectation that
corresponding theory tasks/Outcomes will also be submitted. Some centres
submitted computational evidence for Higher Unit ‘Preparing Management
Accounting Information’, Assessment Standard 2.1. However, there was no
candidate evidence submitted for theory Assessment Standard 2.2, despite both
2.1 and 2.2 being assessed in the same task.
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